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Lorentz violation is a candidate quantum-gravity signal, and the Standard-Model Extension
(SME) is a widely used parametrization of such violation. In the gravitational SME sector, there is
an elusive coefficient for which no effects have been found. This is is known as the t puzzle and, to
date, it has no compelling explanation. This paper analyzes if there is a fundamental explanation
for the t puzzle. To tackle this question, several approaches are followed. Mainly, redefinitions of the
dynamical fields are studied, showing that other SME coefficients can be moved to nongravitational
sectors. It is also found that the gravity SME sector can be consistently treated à la Palatini, and
that, in the presence of spacetime boundaries, it is possible to correct its action to get the desired
equations of motion. Moreover, through a reformulation as a Lanczos-type tensor, some problem-
atic features of the t term, that should arise at the phenomenological level, are revealed. The most
important conclusion of the paper is that there is no evidence of a fundamental explanation for the t
puzzle, suggesting that it may be linked to the approximations taken at the phenomenological level.

PACS numbers: 11.30.Cp,04.80.Cc

I. INTRODUCTION

General relativity is the simplest gravity theory that
incorporates Einstein’s guiding principles, has a consis-
tent mathematical structure, and, with the inclusion of
dark matter and a cosmological constant, successfully ac-
counts for all experimental tests [1]. However, it does not
seem to be adaptable to the quantum realm, suggesting
that it should be replaced by a more fundamental the-
ory [2]. A viable strategy towards a quantum-compatible
gravity theory, and which encompasses this work, is to
test general relativity, through its underlying principles,
with the hope of uncovering evidence of where the theory
fails.
Local Lorentz invariance is one of the fundamental

principles of general relativity, and the search for its vi-
olations, Lorentz violation, for short, has spawn an im-
portant amount of work. In addition, several mechanisms
to generate Lorentz violation have been put forward by
several quantum-gravity candidates, like string theory
[3], loop quantum gravity [4], and noncommutative ge-
ometries [5]. Moreover, it has also been suggested that
Lorentz violation could arise through nonminimal grav-
itational couplings [6], by explicit symmetry-breaking
mechanisms [7], and as the effects associated with gener-
alized geometrical structures [8].
To systematically test the validity of a physical princi-

ple, it is useful to have a parametrization of its possible
violations. In the case of Lorentz violation, the general
parameterization, called the Standard-Model Extension
(SME), was originally proposed, in the context of flat
spacetime, by Colladay and Kostelecký [9]. Since then,
the SME has motivated many experiments, covering a
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wide range of systems, none of which has found convinc-
ing evidence for Lorentz violation. Still, these experi-
ments have been used to set bounds on SME parameters,
which are collected in Ref. 10.
The SME is conceived as an effective field theory [11],

therefore, it contains all known physics plus additional
Lorentz-violating terms, which consist of a Lorentz-
violating operator, built with conventional fields, and a
controlling coefficient, called SME coefficient. In addi-
tion, since the SME contains Lorentz-violating extensions
to all known physics, it can be naturally divided into sec-
tors.
The focus of this paper is the gravitational SME sector,

with vanishing torsion and cosmological constant, and
where the relevant field is the spacetime metric gab. In
particular, attention is restricted to the minimal gravity
SME sector (mgSME) where the SME coefficients are
directly contracted with the Riemann curvature tensor
Rabc

d. Concretely, the mgSME action takes the form

SmgSME = SEH + SLV + Scoef + Smatter, (1)

with

SEH(g) =
1

2κ

∫
d4x
√−gR, (2)

SLV(g, k) =
1

2κ

∫
d4x
√−gkabcdRabcd, (3)

where kabcd are the corresponding SME coefficients, and
κ is the standard coupling constant of general relativ-
ity. The possibility of having additional matter fields,
generically denoted by φ, is included through the ac-
tion term Smatter = Smatter(g, φ). Moreover, to avoid
inconsistencies with the Bianchi identity, in curved space-
times, Lorentz violation must arise spontaneously [12],
and the dynamics of the SME coefficients is determined
by Scoef = Scoef(g, k), which has produced some in-
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triguing results concerning the corresponding Nambu-
Goldstone modes [13].
The Riemann tensor can be decomposed (irreducibly)

by the Weyl tensor, Wabcd, the traceless Ricci tensor,
RT

ab = Rab − gabR/4, and the curvature scalar, R. This
decomposition induces a decomposition of kabcd into u,
sab and tabcd, where sab is symmetric and traceless and
tabcd shares all the index symmetries of the Riemann ten-
sor and it is traceless. This allows us to verify that the
number of independent components of tabcd, sab, and u
is, respectively, 10, 9, and 1. This number of compo-
nents adds up to 20, which coincides with the number of
independent components of kabcd. The explicit relation
between kabcd and its irreducible pieces is

kabcd = tabcd +
1

2

(
ga[csd]b − gb[csd]a

)
− ga[cgd]bu. (4)

Using the Riemann decomposition, it is possible to verify
that

kabcdRabcd = −uR+ sabRT
ab + tabcdWabcd. (5)

Interestingly, when taking the appropriate approxima-
tions to study the phenomenological implications of the
mgSME, every term containing tabcd vanishes [14], in
what has been called the t puzzle [15]. To shed light on
this issue, a concrete model in which tabcd is made of 2-
forms, was studied [16], but no physical effects from tabcd

were found. To date, the disappearance of the effects as-
sociated with tabcd remains an open question. This paper
is motivated by such mysterious disappearance, and its
main goal is to determine if there is a fundamental origin
for the t puzzle. As a byproduct of this analysis, some
important lessons concerning the gravitational SME sec-
tor were learned. In particular, the results reported here
may become useful when building the nonminimal grav-
ity SME sector, which includes terms with an arbitrary
number of derivatives acting onRabc

d. In fact, experience
from the nonminimal electromagnetic [17], neutrino [18]
and matter [19] SME sectors, shows that, to get the non-
minimal extensions, it is crucial to identify the physical
degrees of freedom in the corresponding minimal sectors.
The equations of motion arising from the variation of

the action (1) with respect to φ, kabcd and gab, respec-
tively, are given by

0 =
δSmatter

δφ
, (6)

0 = Rabcd + 2κ
δScoef

δkabcd
, (7)

Gab =
1

2
gabkcdefRcdef + kcde(aRcde

b) + 2∇c∇dk
c(ab)d

+κT ab
coef + κT ab

matter, (8)

where Gab = Rab−gabR/2 is the Einstein tensor and the
energy-momentum tensor associated with Smatter is

T ab
matter =

1

2
√−g

δSmatter

δgab
, (9)

which is assumed to have vanishing divergence. The
energy-momentum tensor for the coefficients is defined
analogously, however, such tensor typically has a nonzero
divergence. In fact, equation (8) together with the
Bianchi identity yields

κ∇aT
ab
coef = −

1

2
gab

(
∇ak

cdef
)
Rcdef −2∇a

(
kcdeaRcde

b
)
,

(10)
which can also be deduced by requiring Scoef to be dif-
feomorphism invariant. Notice that, to obtain equation
(8), one has to neglect several boundary terms, which is
justified in section III A.
We emphasize that, in contrast to what is done in

most mgSME papers, we avoid taking approximations
and committing to concrete Scoef . Specifically, we do not
assume a background geometry, nor we take particular
boundary conditions, and we do not separate the SME
coefficients into a Lorentz-violating part and its fluctu-
ations. We do neglect quadratic terms in the SME co-
efficients, which is justified by the empirical fact that
Lorentz violation, in all relevant frames, is a small cor-
rection to conventional physics.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II is the

core of the manuscript and it describes several analysis
where spurious SME-like terms are generated by field re-
definitions. In section III alternative fundamental expla-
nations for the t puzzle are described, and in section IV
the conclusions of this work are given. Finally, Appendix
A describes the notation and conventions, and lists some
results used in the paper.

II. FIELD REDEFINITIONS

It is well established that some SME coefficients arise,
from conventional physics, by redefining the dynamical
fields [20]. Of course, these spurious coefficients cannot
produce new physical effects. The goal of this section is
to investigate all possible gravity redefinitions to find the
unphysical coefficients in the mgSME. We start from SEH

plus a matter and a coefficient action, and we perform all
possible redefinitions of the gravitational fields.

A. Metric redefinition

In this subsection we investigate possible metric redef-
initions. For that purpose, we first need to find how to
relate two metric tensors. Let gab and g̃ab be metric ten-
sors, then, there exist two sets of orthonormal basis such
that

gabe
a
µe

b
ν = ηµν = g̃abẽ

a
µẽ

b
ν . (11)

Let Mν
µ be an invertible spacetime-dependent matrix

such that eaµ =Mν
µ ẽ

a
ν . Then,

gab =Ma
cM

b
d g̃

cd, (12)
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where M b
a is such that, its components, in the ẽaµ ba-

sis (and its dual) coincide with Mν
µ . Observe that Mν

µ

has, in principle, 16 independent components. However,
6 degrees of freedom correspond to an SO(1, 3) rotation
that leaves the metric invariant. Thus, we can restrict to
Mν

µ ∈ Gl(4)/SO(1, 3), which has 10 independent compo-
nents, as expected.

Let ∇̃a be the derivative operator associated with g̃ab,
then, using equation (A3) it is possible to see that

√−gR =

√
−g̃
|M | M

a
cM

b
d g̃

cd
[
Rab(∇̃)− ∇̃aCeb

e

+∇̃eCab
e + Cba

fCef
e − Cbe

fCaf
e
]
, (13)

where M is the determinant of Mν
µ . At this point it is

tempting to replace Cab
c by its expression in terms of

∇̃agbc, given in equation (A4), and integrate by parts to
get double derivatives. Then, the antisymmetric applica-
tion of such derivatives can be converted into a Riemann
tensor. However, all the double derivatives obtained with
this procedure act symmetrically. By inspecting equation
(13) we can conclude that this redefinition allows us to
generate the u and sab terms, but no tabcd term. Recall
that Mν

µ has 10 independent components, which coin-
cides with the number of independent components of u
and sab.
As it is well known in scalar-tensor theories [24], a u

term can be generated by a conformal transformation,
which can be done without appealing to approximations.
However, the redefinition involving sab is more compli-
cated, so we only work to first order in u and sab. At
this level of approximation, we can take

M b
a =

(
1 +

1

2
u

)
δba +

1

2
g̃acs

cb, (14)

which implies that

|M |−1Ma
cM

b
d g̃

cdR̃ab = (1− u)R̃+ sabR̃T
ab, (15)

where the tilded geometric tensors represent the corre-
sponding tensors associated with g̃ab. With these ex-
pressions, we can see that the Einstein-Hilbert action in
terms of g̃ab becomes

SEH =
1

2κ

∫
d4x

√
−g̃

[
(1 − u)R̃+ sabR̃T

ab + ∇̃aT
a
]
,

(16)
with

T a = −2g̃b[aCbc
c] = ∇̃b(4g̃

abu− sab), (17)

where, to get the second identity, we use equation (A4).
The last term in equation (16) is a total divergence, and,
under the appropriate assumptions, it can be ignored.
Observe that, even if it is not possible to discard such
term, in can be considered it as part of Scoef . After this
is done, we can conclude that u and sab can be generated
from the Einstein-Hilbert action by a metric redefinition,
which is the main result of this subsection. Also, we have
shown that no tabcd term can be produced with a metric
redefinition.

B. Implications in other SME sectors

In this part of the paper we investigate the effects of the
metric redefinition on the matter sector. This is achieved
by writing a concrete Smatter in terms of g̃ab. We begin
by studying the case where Smatter contains a gauge field,
which, for simplicity, is taken as a free U(1) field Aa. In
this case

Smatter(g,A) = −
1

4

∫
d4x
√−ggacgdbFabFcd, (18)

where Fab is the standard U(1) field strength

Fab = ∇aAb −∇bAa. (19)

Recall that Fab is independent of the derivative operator,
therefore, in terms of g̃ab we get

Smatter(g̃, A) = −
1

4

∫
d4x

√
−g̃
|M | M

a
eM

b
fM

c
gM

d
h g̃

egg̃hf

×FabFcd

= −1

4

∫
d4x

√
−g̃

[
g̃acg̃db + 2sacg̃db

]

×FabFcd, (20)

where the metric redefinition (14) is used, and we work
to first order in the SME coefficients. Comparing with
the corresponding part of the SME action [12], we can
verify that we have generated part of the term

SSME ⊃ −
1

4

∫
d4x

√
−g̃(kF )abcdFabFcd. (21)

In particular, we obtain

(kF )
abcd = sa[cg̃d]b − sb[cg̃d]a. (22)

We turn to consider the effects of the metric redefini-
tion on matter fields. The action for a free Dirac fermion
ψ in a curved background is given by

Smatter(g, ψ) =

∫
d4xe

[
i

2
eaµψ̄γ

µ←→∇ aψ −mψ̄ψ
]

=

∫
d4xe

[
i

2
eaµψ̄γ

µ←→∂ aψ −mψ̄ψ

−1

4
eaµωaρσηαβǫ

µρσαψ̄γ5γ
βψ

]
, (23)

where the notation is explained in Appendix A. Follow-
ing the strategy outlined above, we want to write this
action in terms of g̃ab, and the tetrad ẽaµ associated with

it. Let ω̃aµν = g̃bcẽ
b
µ∇̃aẽ

c
ν , then

eaµωaρσ = ẽbµM
a
b ω̃aρσ + g̃cdẽ

b
µẽ

c
ρẽ

e
σM

a
b (M

−1)df

×
(
∇̃aM

f
e +Mg

eCag
f
)
. (24)

Note that, to first order in the SME coefficients,

g̃cdẽ
b
µẽ

c
ρẽ

e
σM

a
b (M

−1)df

(
∇̃aM

f
e +Mg

eCag
f
)

(25)
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is symmetric under the interchange of µ and σ, and thus,
it vanishes when contracted with ǫµρσα, therefore,

Smatter(g̃, ψ) =

∫
d4x

ẽ

|M |

[
i

2
ẽbµM

a
b ψ̄γ

µ
←→̃
∇ aψ −mψ̄ψ

]
,

(26)

where ∇̃a is defined by equations (A5-A6) but with ω̃aµν

replacing ωaµν . The action (26) has the unpleasant fea-
ture of describing an SME Dirac fermion with a space-
time dependent mass. However, rescaling the fermionic
field by ψ =

√
|M |χ yields

Smatter(g̃, χ) =

∫
d4xẽ

[
i

2
ẽbµM

a
b χ̄γ

µ
←→̃
∇ aχ−mχ̄χ

]
,

(27)
This expression must be compared with the term in the
SME action containing the cab coefficient, which, in terms
of the tetrad ẽaµ and the Dirac fermion χ, reads [12]

SSME ⊃
∫
d4xẽ

(−i
2

)
ẽbµg̃

accbcχ̄γ
µ
←→̃
∇ aχ. (28)

By direct inspection we can verify that the cab coefficient
generated by the metric redefinition is given by

cab = −g̃bcM c
a = −1

2

(
g̃abu+ g̃acg̃dbs

cd
)
. (29)

As a last example we consider the QED interaction
term

Smatter(g,A, ψ) =

∫
d4xeeaµAaψ̄γ

µψ. (30)

Under the metric redefinition we get

Smatter(g̃, A, ψ) =

∫
d4x

ẽ

|M |M
a
b ẽ

b
µAaψ̄γ

µψ. (31)

Moreover, we can rescale the fermionic field as before,
obtaining

Smatter(g̃, A, χ) =

∫
d4xẽMa

b ẽ
b
µAaχ̄γ

µχ. (32)

which allows us to verify that we recover the standard
U(1) gauge invariance. Observe that the term generated
in this case must also be part of the SME, however, the
interaction sectors of the SME have not been classified.
From the analysis presented in this subsection we can

conclude that the u and sab coefficients generated by a
metric redefinition also affect the matter sectors. Obvi-
ous modifications to this analysis can be used to cancel
coefficients in one sector in favor of coefficients in other
sectors. In this sense it can be said that the mgSME co-
efficients u and sab can be moved into the matter sectors.
Note that, even in the absence of matter fields, u and sab

are not completely unphysical since they appear in the
action term Scoef ; this was originally noticed in the con-
text of Einstein-Æther theory [21]. We want to remark

that, if the linearized gravity limit is taken, the expres-
sions provided here match the previously known results
of Ref. 22.
So far we have analyzed metric redefinitions. However,

this study offers no solution to the t puzzle. To make sure
the t term cannot be generated with a field redefinition,
we must study the most general type of redefinitions. In
particular, in the next subsection we analyze independent
redefinitions of the metric and the derivative operator.

C. Palatini redefinitions

A remarkable feature of general relativity is that it is
possible to take the metric and the derivative operator
as a priori independent variables, in what is known as
the Palatini approach [23]. Inspired by this result, we
investigate the viability of performing independent re-
definitions to the metric and the derivative operator in
the mgSME. Since this redefinition is more general than
the metric redefinition, it has the potential of generating
a tabcd term. However, before doing this generalized re-
definition, we need to prove that the mgSME action can
be treated à la Palatini. This is what we do next.
Let ∇̂a be a derivative operator that is independent of

gab. Then, the mgSME action in a Palatini formalism is

SmgSME =
1

2κ

∫
d4x
√
−g(gcaδbd + gdek

abce)Rabc
d(∇̂)

+Scoef + Smatter. (33)

The equation of motion obtained from a metric variation
is

0 =

(
1

2
gabgcd − ga(cgd)b

)
Rcd(∇̂)

+
1

2
gabgfgk

cdefRcde
g(∇̂)

+kcde(aRcde
b)(∇̂) + κT ab

coef + κT ab
matter, (34)

where emphasis is made on the fact that Rab(∇̂) need
not be symmetric. To get the equation of motion associ-
ated with a variation of the derivative operator we define
Ĉc

ab as the connection linking ∇a and ∇̂a and we take

Ĉc
ab to be the independent physical field. Using an equa-

tion similar to equation (A3) for ∇̂a, and assuming, as is
customary, that neither Scoef nor Smatter depend on the
derivative operator, we get

0 = gdeĈ
(a
deδ

b)
c − 2gd(aĈ

b)
cd + gabĈd

cd + 2gcd∇ek
d(ab)e

−2gefkd(ab)f Ĉe
cd + 2gcfk

dfe(aĈ
b)
de. (35)

To obtain an equation that can be compared with equa-
tion (8) we need to solve Ĉc

ab as a function of gab and
kabcd, and substitute it in equation (34). It is possible
to see that, to first order in the SME coefficients, the
connection satisfies

Ĉc
ab =

(
gabgefδ

c
g − 2ge(agb)fδ

c
g −

4

3
gefgg(aδ

c
b)

)
∇dk

defg.

(36)
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Inserting this result into equation (34) allows us to ver-
ify that it coincides with equation (8). In addition, the
equations of motion arising from Scoef and Smatter also
coincide since, by assumption, such actions are indepen-
dent from the derivative operator. Therefore, we can
conclude that, to first order in the SME coefficients, the
Palatini variation of the action (1) produces equivalent
equations of motion than the standard approach.
We can now proceed to investigate the independent

redefinitions of the metric and the derivative operator.
Let us take the Palatini-Einstein-Hilbert action

SPEH =
1

2κ

∫
d4x
√−ggabRab(∇̂) (37)

as our starting point. Under a metric redefinition that
leaves the derivative operator unchanged, we get

√
−ggabRab(∇̂) =

√
−g̃
|M | M

a
cM

b
d g̃

cdRab(∇̂). (38)

Clearly, it is possible to choose M b
a as in equation (14)

to generate the u and sab terms. On the other hand,
changing the derivative operator from ∇̂a to ∇̆a, without
affecting the metric, yields

√−ggabRab(∇̂) =
√−ggab

[
Rab(∇̆)− 2∇̆[aC̆

c
c]b

+2C̆d
b[aC̆

c
c]d

]
, (39)

where C̆c
ab is the connection relating the derivative op-

erators under consideration. Upon inspection, it can
be concluded that no SME terms are generated under
this redefinition. In fact, by converting the second term
into a total divergence, this expression can be thought
as a standard Einstein-Hilbert-Palatini action plus terms
quadratic in the connections that may be absorbed into
Scoef . One could naively consider a redefinition where
C̆c

ab = ∇̆(al
c
b), for a generic tensor lba, to obtain terms

with two antisymmetric derivatives which, in turn, can
be written as a curvature tensor. However, such redef-
inition is not invertible, and thus, it does not leave the
physics invariant. Finally, one can consider simultane-
ous and independent redefinitions of the metric and the
derivative operator. This is the most general redefinition
of the gravitational degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, it
is not particularly illuminating for our purposes. In fact,
such redefinition gives

√
−ggabRab(∇̂) =

√
−g̃
|M | M

a
cM

b
d g̃

cd
[
Rab(∇̆)

−2∇̆[aC̆
c
c]b + 2C̆d

b[aC̆
c
c]d

]
, (40)

where no tabcd term is produced.
In principle, it is also possible to study Palatini-like

redefinitions in the language of tetrads by considering
the spin connection ωaµν as an independent field from
eaµ. However, it is not clear how to redefine the spin

connection and, by analyzing some concrete redefinitions,
it is possible to see that there is no clear advantage with
respect to the standard Palatini approach. An interesting
line of research that could be related to the t puzzle is to
study general canonical transformations, which calls for
the mgSME Hamiltonian. This is technically involved,
even in general relativity, and it is thus left for future
work.

III. ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS

A. Boundary terms

It is well known that, when spacetime M has a bound-
ary ∂M , the Einstein-Hilbert action needs to be cor-
rected to produce the Einstein field equations by varying
the action, while keeping the derivatives of the metric
variation at ∂M arbitrary. In general relativity, such
correction is known as the York-Gibbons-Hawking term
[25]. Moreover, in the phenomenological applications of
the mgSME, spacetime is conformally flat, which has a
boundary. Thus, it is important to check if the mgSME
action can be corrected by a corresponding boundary
term. This is what we do in this subsection. For simplic-
ity, we only consider spacetimes with nonnull boundaries.

Consider the following piece of the mgSME action vari-
ation:

δSmgSME ⊃
1

2κ

∫

M

d4x
√−g(gcaδbd + kabcd)δRabc

d

=
1

κ

∫

M

d4x
√−g(∇c∇dk

cabd)δgab

+
1

κ

∫

∂M

d3x
√
|h|nc(g

a[cgb]d + kcabd)∇dδgab

− 1

κ

∫

∂M

d3x
√
|h|nc(∇dk

cabd)δgab, (41)

where na is the unit-vector normal to ∂M ,

hab = gab ± nanb (42)

is the induced metric at ∂M (the sign depends on
whether the boundary is space-like of time-like), and h is
the determinant of the components of hab. We recognize
the first term in equation (41) as one of the contributions
to the equations of motion (8), and we note that the last
term is zero since the metric variation at ∂M vanishes by
assumption. However, the second term in equation (41)
does not vanish.

Let Kab = hca∇cnb be the extrinsic curvature of the
boundary, then

δKab = −hcandδCcb
d =

1

2
hcan

d∇dδgbc, (43)

where the variation is done fixing δgab at ∂M . This result
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allows us to write the integrand of the second term as

nc(g
a[cgb]d + kcabd)∇dδgab

= −1

2
(hab ± 2kcabdncnd)n

e∇eδgab

= −
(
hab ± 2ncndk

cabd
)
δKab

= −δ[
(
hab ± 2ncndk

cabd
)
Kab], (44)

where we use that the tangential derivatives of δgab van-
ish. Thus, to cancel the term (44), it is necessary to add
to the action (1) the boundary piece

∆SmgSME =
1

κ

∫

∂M

d3x
√
|h|

(
K ± 2nandk

abcdKbc

)
.

(45)
Observe that the first term in ∆SmgSME is the York-
Gibbons-Hawking term, while the second depends on the
SME coefficient. Note that the equations of motion asso-
ciated with the variation of the SME coefficients do not
change by the presence of ∆SmgSME since those equations
are obtained by varying the action with the coefficient
fixed at the boundary.

The remarkable conclusion is that, in the cases where
there are no additional metric-variation derivatives com-
ing from Scoef , the mgSME action can be corrected to
cancel the contribution of the boundary terms, which is
not a generic feature in geometric theories. For example,
this analysis can be repeated for actions that are non-
linear in Rabcd, like some terms in the nonminimal SME
sector, or an f(R) theory [26], and it is not hard to see
that in such cases it is impossible to correct the action
with a boundary term. In fact, the same conclusion can
be reached when the f(R) is translated to the language
of a nonminimally coupled scalar field [27].

B. Lanczos-like tensor

It has been shown [28] that, in 4 spacetime dimen-
sions, any analytic tensor with the index symmetries of
the Weyl tensor can be written in terms of derivatives of
a tensor Habc, which, in the particular case of the Weyl
tensor, is called the Lanczos tensor [29]. In particular,
the tabcd coefficient can be written as

tabcd = gde∇eH
abc − gce∇eH

abd + gbe∇eH
cda

−gae∇eH
cdb + gac∇eH

ebd − gad∇eH
ebc

+gbd∇eH
eac − gbc∇eH

ead. (46)

where Habc = −Hbac, H [abc] = 0, gbcH
abc = 0, and

∇cH
abc = 0. Notice that Habc has 10 independent com-

ponents, coinciding with the number of independent com-
ponents of any tensor sharing the index symmetries of the
Weyl tensor.

If we replace tabcd, in the mgSME action, by equation

(46), we obtain

SLV =
1

2κ

∫
d4x
√−g

[
−uR+ sabRT

ab − 4Habc∇dWabc
d
]

=
1

2κ

∫
d4x
√−g

[
−uR+ sabRT

ab + 4Habc∇aRbc

]
.

(47)

Here, we have integrated by parts neglecting the surface
term, and used the Bianchi identity in the form

∇dWabc
d = −∇[aRb]c −

1

6
gc[a∇b]R. (48)

The important point is that we have shown that an
analytic tabcd coefficient can always be mapped into a
dimension-5 operator Habc acting on ∇aRbc. As noticed
in Ref. 15, such operators, in the nonrelativistic weak-
gravity approximation, lead to pseudovector contribu-
tions in the gravitational force, which, in turn, generate
nonphysical self-accelerations. Thus, in realistic models,
dimension-5 operators have to be removed. Observe that
a similar mechanism that relates coefficients of different
dimensions has been discovered in the nonminimal SME
fermion-sector [19].
It is tempting to perform an additional integration

by parts in equation (47) to get an effective coefficient
sabeff = sab − 4∇cH

cab contracted with RT
ab. However,

such effective coefficient depends, through the covariant
derivative, on the metric. In addition, sabeff cannot be re-
defined away since the necessary redefinition would be
noninvertible.

C. Other ideas

1. Initial value formulation

The equation of motion (8) includes, at most, two time
derivatives of the metric. This is a desirable condition
as it implies that the metric evolution only depends on
its initial value and its initial time derivative. However,
those are not the only conditions that a theory should
satisfy to have a proper evolution. In fact, any viable
physical theory should have a well-posed Cauchy prob-
lem, namely, given suitable initial data, which may be
subject to constraints, the evolution should be unique,
causal, and continuous (for a formal description of such
conditions see Ref. 30). Notice that causality has been
studied in the SME, but only in flat spacetime [31]. The
goal of this part of the paper is not to study the Cauchy
problem of the mgSME, but to pinpoint potential diffi-
culties of such research program, and to argue that such
analysis could reveal obstructions related to the t puzzle.
In general relativity, not all the components of the Ein-

stein equations are evolution equations; some are dynam-
ical constraints. Analogously, in the mgSME there are
several constraints, however, such relations are not sim-
ply some components of the equations of motion. There-
fore, to identify the constraints, it is necessary to perform
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the Dirac algorithm [32], which, in turn, calls for the
Hamiltonian formulation of the mgSME. As part of this
analysis, one would need to verify that all the pieces of
the action (1), including Scoef and Smatter, have a well-
posed Cauchy problem. Remarkably, most natural ac-
tions for tensors of spin larger than 1 have an ill-posed
Cauchy problem [30], and tabcd cannot be built out of
tensors of spin smaller-equal to 1. Therefore, this analy-
sis will certainly impose restrictions on the dynamics of
tabcd.

2. Nondual basis

The tensor operator of index contraction maps a (k, l)
tensor to a (k − 1, l − 1) tensor by selecting an upper
and lower tensor entry, inserting in them, one at a time,
the components of a basis and its corresponding dual,
and adding the resulting tensors. The idea reported in
this part of the paper is to analyze if an SME-like term
arises from the Einstein-Hilbert action if the contractions
are done with a nondual basis. It turns out that such
scheme generates a kabcdRabcd term, however, what plays
the role of kabcd are some combinations of the inverse-
metric components, for which no mechanism to brake
local Lorentz invariance spontaneously is given. Thus, it
is not possible to generate spurious SME coefficients by
using a nondual basis.

3. Naive perturbative treatment

Here we present a perturbative treatment of the
mgSME to show that such perturbations can impose con-
sistency conditions in lower-order equations. Let us take

an ǫ out of kabcd and write the metric as gab = g
(0)
ab +ǫg

(1)
ab ,

where the zeroth order metric is a solution of Einstein
equation with the matter fields acting as the source. Fur-
thermore, assume that in equation (7), the variation of
Scoef is of order ǫ. Thus, equation (7), at zeroth order

in ǫ, yields Rabcd(g
(0)
ab ) = 0, forcing the matter fields to

behave as test fields, in contradiction to the previous as-
sumptions.

If the irreducible components of kabcd are separately
considered, the restriction discussed above relaxes sig-
nificantly. For example, if only sab is considered, then
spacetime has to be Ricci flat, which allows the back-
ground geometry to be a vacuum solution of Einstein
equations. On the other hand, if only tabcd is considered,
then the background geometry is forced to be confor-
mally flat. This analysis is only presented to show that,
in the mgSME, perturbative treatments tend to generate
inconsistencies, which should be studied in each particu-
lar case.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated possible fundamental reasons behind
the t puzzle, none of which actually solves the problem.
However, during this process, several interesting conclu-
sions were reached, and some gaps in the understanding
of the mgSME were closed.
Field redefinitions have been used in several SME sec-

tors to pinpoint the coefficients that have physical im-
plications. Therefore, it was natural to undertake the
corresponding study in the gravitational sector. It was
demonstrated that the u and sab coefficients can indeed
be moved into other SME sectors through field redefini-
tions. This was done without appealing to the linearized
gravity approximation, or other restricting assumptions,
except to work to linear order in the SME coefficients. In
addition, it was proven that the mgSME can be treated
in a Palatini formalism. This, by itself, is an interest-
ing result, which allowed us to analyze field redefinitions
where the metric and the derivative operator are indepen-
dently redefined. However, even with these more general
redefinitions, it is not possible to produce a tabcd term.
Since we proved that field redefinitions cannot solve

the t puzzle, we investigate other explanations. First, it
was shown that boundary contributions that arise when
varying the mgSME action can be canceled with a gener-
alization of the well-known York-Gibbons-Hawking term.
Also, rewriting the tabcd coefficient in terms of the deriva-
tive of a Lanczos-like tensor helped us show that, at the
phenomenological level, such coefficient could generate
unphysical self-accelerations, and that the tabcd term can
be mapped into a metric-dependent sab coefficient. On
the other hand, the relevance of studying the Cauchy
problem for the mgSME is emphasized, together with
some potential problems associated with tabcd. Finally,
other ideas are explored, like the possibility that tabcd

appears through a nondual basis, and that restrictions
could arise when analyzing the mgSME perturbatively.
The results from this paper could become relevant

when trying to construct the nonminimal gravity SME
sector. For example, the Palatini vs. standard analysis
suggests that the equivalence of those approaches could
not hold in the nonminimal extension. Furthermore, it is
mentioned that, for some nonminimal terms, it is impos-
sible to modify the action to cancel the boundary-terms
effects. It should be stressed that much of the funda-
mental studies that are left out of this paper call for the
Hamiltonian formulation of the mgSME. Such formula-
tion could allow us to study generic canonical transfor-
mations, which can be thought as more general field re-
definitions, and thus have the chance of generating a tabcd

term. On the other hand, the dynamical constraints of
the mgSME, which are needed to analyze the Cauchy
problem, are automatically obtained in the Hamiltonian
formalism.
Finally, we want to stress that the results of this pa-

per suggest that the t puzzle has no fundamental origin.
The alternative is that the puzzle is an artifact of the
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phenomenological approximations. Hence, it would be
interesting to search for the effects of tabcd in other phe-
nomenological situations and using different approxima-
tions.
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Appendix A: Notation and conventions

We use the notation and conventions of Ref. 30. Specif-
ically, we work in 4 spacetime dimensions, we use a met-
ric of signature −2, and we use Latin letters to denote
abstract indexes. Also, the derivative operator ∇a is as-
sociated with gab, namely, ∇agbc = 0. Moreover, since
several metrics are simultaneously used, no indexes are
raised or lowered by a metric.
Any spacetime admits an infinite collection of deriva-

tive operators. It can be shown that the difference of any

two derivative operators, ∇a and ∇̃a, when acting on a
generic covector ωa, satisfies

(∇a − ∇̃a)ωb = −Cab
c(∇, ∇̃)ωc, (A1)

where Cab
c is a tensor which is symmetric in its lower

indexes. This condition can be generalized as

(∇a − ∇̃a)T
a1...
b1...

= −Cab1
cT a1...

c... − · · ·+Cac
a1T c...

b1...
+ · · · .
(A2)

The Riemann tensor is defined as the result of acting
twice with a derivative operator in an antisymmetric way.
Using the expression (A1), it is possible to obtain

Rabc
d(∇) = Rabc

d(∇̃)− 2∇̃[aCb]c
d + 2Cc[a

eCb]e
d. (A3)

Note that, when ∇̃a is the derivative operator associated
with a coordinate system, namely, a partial derivative,
Cab

c becomes the Christoffel symbols and we get the
standard expression for the Riemann tensor. In addi-
tion, following the standard derivation of the Christoffel
symbols, it is possible to show that

Cab
c =

1

2
gcd(∇̃agbd + ∇̃bgad − ∇̃dgab). (A4)

The spacetime geometry can be encoded by an or-
thonormal basis eaµ, namely, a basis such that gabe

a
µe

b
ν =

ηµν , where Greek indexes should be understood as la-
bels for the different elements of the basis, and ηµν is
the matrix whose nonzero elements are diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).
The spin connection encodes how tetrads in neighboring
tangent spaces are compared and are given by ωaµν =
gbce

b
µ∇ae

c
ν . By the way, observe that the derivative op-

erators used in this papers differ from the derivative used
in most SME papers, like Ref. 12, since their derivative,
denoted by Da, annihilates the tetrads. It is also possible
to show that the determinant of the dual tetrad compo-
nents, e, is equivalent to

√−g.
The Dirac matrices γµ follow the convention that
{γµ, γν} = −2ηµν . The covariant derivative acting on
a Dirac spinor gives

∇aψ = ∂aψ +
i

4
ωaµνσ

µνψ, (A5)

∇aψ̄ = ∂aψ̄ −
i

4
ωaµνψ̄σ

µν , (A6)

with σµν = i[γµ, γν ]/2 and ψ̄ = ψ†γ0. For any derivative
operator, it is customary to use the following notation:

Ā
←→∇ aB = Ā∇aB − (∇aĀ)B. (A7)

Finally, we introduce ǫµνρσ as the totally antisymmetric
symbol such that ǫ0123 = −1 and γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3. With
these definitions it is possible to prove the following iden-
tity:

{γµ, σρσ} = 2ηαβǫ
µρσαγ5γ

β. (A8)
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